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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Seabird Baffler, Pollock Sea Trials

From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross,
MBE (Mighty Big Eater)

News from England - the Dorset Southwell
Primary school has shut down its wind
turbine which killed 14 birds in six months.
The turbine provides about 40% of the
school’s electricity, and we're not talking
birds that are as rare as a 'dodo'. These
were your every-day, garden-variety
seagulls that were getting hit by those big
blades. While its not a great way to meet
your 'maker,' I'm betting the local school cat
would knock over a heap more birds. We all
know how cruel those rotten nasty cats can
be!

If a few seagulls can have that effect over an
entire community, imagine the power I
have....it's very scary sometimes, all this
responsibility. I have almost as much as the
PPTA - those teachers know how to 'stick-
it' to the rest. What!

I took a look at the DOC CSP 'draft'
observers’ report, covering incidental
captures from 2008/09. Those crazy
kamikaze mutton birds were all over those
nets looking for 'free feeds' that year!

DOC have done a pretty good job on this I
thought. This report covers all observed
captures, both dead and live releases,
events leading up to some of the multiple
capture events, and includes some of the
MFish observers’ comments. These
comments, for the most part , are positive.

My scouts see it all, we know what's going
on out there and the boys at HQ think the
crew on the big steel lunch boxes
understand the issues pretty well and now
have better mitigation gear deployed, and
manage offal and seabird events far better,
than they did 4 or 5 years back. All good
stuff! What!

ChowAlbert

by John Cleal

The study of seabird strikes on the 3

wire/net sounder cable in the

Northern hemisphere Pollock fishery

was carried out by Ed Melvin,

K imber ly D ie t r i ch , Shannon

Fitzgerald & Tamre Cardoso. Two

vessels were fitted with snatch blocks

to adjust the aerial extent of the 3rd

wire. Mitigation treatments were

compared between tori lines placed

over the two warps and one over the

3 wire, the use of warp booms (two

boom bafflers) and a control in which

no mitigation was implemented.

Observers col lected seabird

numbers attending the vessels and

recorded warp strike numbers.

I studied this paper (published online

August 2010 in ) with a

view to better understand what type

of mitigation methods were being

used; how effective it was, and what

protocols and treatments were

developed which could then be

compared to the NZ seabird warp

strike and offal control sea trials.

While the 3 wire cable is not

permitted in NZ, the paper gives

useful information on warp strike

mitigation devices plus interesting

results on bird numbers around the

vessel verses actual warp strikes.

The protocols and treatments were

similar to many other seabird warp

strikes and offal control study

methods used in NZ. The mitigation

results and outcomes are in line with

other similar studies. Tori lines are

very effective and the warp- boom

bafflers are of less help (used on

larger vessels to protect against

warp strikes). The paper also offers

useful operational information which

could help vessel owners/operators

to reduce warp strikes, which for me,

is always a good result.
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Polar Biology
One main difference this report

highlights is that bird attendance

(seabird numbers) is not necessarily

a 'proxy' for 'risk

Three strikes and you are out!

New studies in the pollock fleet….



strike rates were mainly influenced by

vesse l c lass parameters (s ize ,

engineering and construction) rather than

offal treatments, mitigation devices or the

numbers of birds following the vessels.

The size difference between the vessels

highlighted that corresponding block

heights, and therefore the size/area of the

'warp danger zone', was the main factor

affecting high bird warp strike rates. Bird

numbers in attendance had much less

bearing on strike rates.

Both had the normal factory

sump-pump overboard discharges. The

smaller vessel discharging minced offal

had consistently 2 to 3 times more birds at

the back of the vessel (500 to 1000

birds back to 100m astern) when

compared to the larger fishmeal

vessel. Yet, the smaller vessel

discharging minced offal, with many

more birds in attendance,

! The warp-boom/baffler made

no difference to warps or 3 wire strike

rates!

Bird species were diving birds, short

tailed shearwaters and fulmars,

together making up 80% of the nine

species observed around the vessel.

Only one albatross was sighted

(Laysan) during the sea trials. It was

commented within the report that the

birds are not as aggressive at the back

of the vessel as the Southern

hemisphere birds. Of 20 mortalities.

17 were in the net (mainly fulmars &

shearwaters), two fulmars were taken

on the 3 wire and another on the

webbing on the warp boom/baffler.

60% of these captures were when

running the ‘control’, with no mitigation,

but as most were net captures,

mitigation devices did not really impact

on mortality numbers!

Around 35% of all strikes were classed as

'heavy', but a heavy strike did not mean a

fatal strike. Most often birds immediately

resumed feeding actives as if the contact

had not occurred. Most strikes on warps

were on the water, while on the 3 wire

they were flight-based. They were unable

to establish a relationship between

strikes and mortality of the smaller birds

as warp strikes appear to have little effect

on their survivability. The report found

that smaller-winged birds in this fishery

are species of least conservation

concern and the need to mitigate against

cable strikes remains unclear.

The smaller vessel

minced and discharged all offal, the larger

vessel fish-mealed all offal (no offal

discharge).

under all

treatments had approximately 25%

LESS warp strikes (on warp and the

3rd wire)
rd
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(Note: these warp booms were

slightly different to designs we use in

NZ).
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WHICH COUSIN OF
MINE IS THIS?

Its bill is thick and pale
yellow in colour

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap
and the “Field Guide to New

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then
email your answer, name, postal

address and date of publication to
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
White Chinned Petrel

Northern fulmars have an adult

population of 15 to 30 million. They

are found primarily in the sub-Arctic

regions of the North Atlantic and

North Pacific Oceans. The Fulmar

will feed on shrimp, fish, squid,

plankton, jellyfish and carrion, as well

as refuse. They can be two distinct

colours, entirely white or uniformly

grey. The northern fulmar has a

wingspan of 102 - 112 cm and can live

up to 31 years of age.

DID YOU KNOW?


